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Abstract

With the use of algorithmic moderation on on-
line communication platforms, an increase in
adaptive language aiming to evade the auto-
matic detection of problematic content has been
observed. One form of this adapted language is
known as "Algospeak" and is most commonly
associated with large social media platforms,
e.g., TikTok. It builds upon Leetspeak or on-
line slang with its explicit intention to avoid
machine readability. The machine-learning al-
gorithms employed to automate the process
of content moderation mostly rely on human-
annotated datasets and supervised learning, of-
ten not adjusted for a wide variety of languages
and changes in language. This work uses lin-
guistic examples identified in research litera-
ture to introduce a taxonomy for Algospeak and
shows that with the use of an LLM (GPT-4),
79.4% of the established terms can be corrected
to their true form, or if needed, their underlying
associated concepts. With an example sentence,
98.5% of terms are correctly identified. This
research demonstrates that LLMs are the future
in solving the current problem of moderation
avoidance by Algospeak.

1 Introduction

Content Warning: This report contains some
examples of hateful content.

Due to recent developments in legislation within
the European Union1, the trend towards automatic
content monitoring has been strengthened. Start-
ing earlier and continuing up to today, all major
social media platforms are implementing commu-
nity guidelines and employing automatic content
moderation (Morrow et al., 2022), at least partly re-
lying on machine-learning-based identification ap-
proaches. Machine learning techniques are needed
to handle the continuously increasing amount of
content generated on all social media platforms.

1https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/dsa-
impact-platforms

In the past and present, the algorithms employed
to detect problematic content, e.g., Hate Speech
or content not deemed fitting for the social me-
dia platform based on their community guidelines,
are often based on underlying datasets created for
supervised classification of the content to be iden-
tified (Fortuna et al., 2022). Due to the nature of
supervised classification, unseen data points are a
challenge and can mislead the classification algo-
rithm. The increasingly online-native user base of
these platforms is aware of this phenomenon and is
able to use it to their advantage (Steen et al., 2023).
This phenomenon is called Algospeak. Algospeak
refers to the concept of trying to communicate a
sensitive or a potentially harmful message without
it being detected by the algorithmic detection mech-
anism. Following Steen et al. (2023), Algospeak
can contain “orthographic, lexical, and phonetic
variations of standard language”, it is a language
specifically developed in reaction to content mod-
eration on platforms. The field and definition of
Algospeak are still very new in research on the
algorithmic detection of online harms. But it has
been shown that changing vocabulary and topic
influences the quality of, for example, hate speech
prediction (Florio et al., 2020). Understanding that
established Algospeak terms only exists because
they successfully circumvented the detection of on-
line moderation systems makes it clear that it is a
true problem in the constant strive for a safe online
environment. There is a need to identify a strategic
approach to handling Algospeak in the future.

This paper relies on examples of Algospeak pro-
vided by the research community (Steen et al.,
2023). It categorizes them into underlying linguis-
tic categories, displayed in the first known non-
exclusive taxonomy. This taxonomy is utilized in a
few-shot prompt engineering process with GPT-4
to transform the Algospeak terms into generally
known and established words, phrases, or concepts.
It demonstrates that with the straightforward ap-
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plication of a large language model, this advanced
Algospeak can be deciphered and, in the future,
included in more standardized content detection
models. Contributions: 1) The research establishes
a non-exclusive taxonomy for Algospeak. 2) It
demonstrates that Large Language Models (LLMs)
can be utilized for deciphering Algospeak. 3) It
indicates that performance can be improved with
context.

2 Related Research

For the detection of hate speech, toxic speech,
abusive language, or similar fields, the algorith-
mic approach to content detection has predomi-
nantly focused on supervised transformer-based
architectures (Mozafari et al., 2020; Poletto et al.,
2021; Fortuna et al., 2022; Plaza-del arco et al.,
2023). The fine-tuning of transformer-based mod-
els, specifically BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), has
shown clear improvement in performance com-
pared to other approaches (Liu et al., 2019; Caselli
et al., 2021; Mathew et al., 2021; Kirk et al., 2022;
Fillies et al., 2023). Recently, the use of pre-trained
large language models combined with prompting to
detect hate speech has garnered attention (Schick
et al., 2021; Chiu et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2023;
Plaza-del arco et al., 2023; Muktadir, 2023).

Algospeak is a relatively new phenomenon first
identified by public news outlets (Curtis, 2022; Del-
kic, 2022; Titz and Lehmann, 2023) and more for-
mally by (Steen et al., 2023; Klug et al., 2023).
Steen et al. (2023) distinguishes Algospeak from
Textspeak, Leetspeak, and LOLspeak by identify-
ing that the main intention of Algospeak is not to
create a group identity or community but to circum-
vent online moderation. Steen et al. (2023) con-
ducted 19 semi-structured interviews with content
creators and collected 70 examples of Algospeak.
Their goal was to analyze the usage of Algospeak
and the relationship between the creators and Tik-
Tok’s content moderation mechanisms. On a more
formalized side, Cho and Kim (2021) created a tax-
onomy for noisy text, based on the user’s intention.

Coded language in general, but more specifi-
cally Code-Mixing and Code-Switching, are well-
studied linguistic phenomena (Bali et al., 2014). Es-
pecially in hate speech detection, coded language
is well examined (Barman et al., 2014; Mathur
et al., 2018; Bohra et al., 2018). The works focused
mainly on mixed code for hate speech dealing with
translation (Tundis et al., 2020). In the domain of

Leetspeak and propaganda detection, Tundis et al.
(2020) designed a supervised network to classify
texts using Leetspeak encoding directly. Similarly,
but in the field of images, Vélez de Mendizabal
et al. (2023) also used Neural Networks to decode
Leetspeak. Singh et al. (2023) applied an unsu-
pervised clustering-based approach for language
standardization. This research differs from existing
research by introducing a content-oriented taxon-
omy and testing the value of prompt-based unsu-
pervised deciphering of Algospeak, which contains
not only Leetspeak but also coded language itself.

3 Algospeak

Algospeak is defined in this research as stated by
Steen et al. (2023), who formulate that "from a
sociolinguistic perspective, Algospeak can resem-
ble orthographic, lexical, and phonetic variations
of standard language." It is further identified that
Algospeak is a related linguistic phenomenon to
Internet-based communication such as Textspeak,
Chatspeak, or SMS-language (Drouin and Davis,
2009), Leetspeak (Perea et al., 2008), and LOLs-
peak (Fiorentini et al., 2013). However, it differs in
intent, not primarily being used to establish identity
or community membership but rather as a language
specifically developed in reaction to content mod-
eration on platforms.

4 Dataset

The used dataset consists of 70 words identified
by Steen et al. (2023). The words were collected
in June 2022 by qualitatively reviewing relevant
social media news articles, and posts on Twitter,
Reddit, and TikTok. The content was selected by
identifying instances where a nonstandard word
or emoji was used instead of a common word. It
was then validated that the words were used as
Algospeak by interviewing 19 globally distributed
TikTok creators, aged 19–32, who had used them.
One word was excluded in the research due to the
lack of a clear reference word. The full list of
words can be seen in Appendix C.

5 Taxonomy

To structure the prompting and provide insight for
future research, the Algospeak instances were or-
ganized into a taxonomy comprising seven classes:

1. Change in spelling to unknown spelling
("abortion" to "@b0rt!0n")
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2. Change in spelling to known spelling ("porn"
to "corn")

3. Abbreviations ("SA" for "sexual assault")

4. Pictorial representations (use of emoticons)

5. Paraphrasing ("unalive" for "kill" or "suicide")

6. Repurposing of existing words ("Accountant"
for "sex workers")

7. Phonetic resemblance ("not see" for "Nazi",
"kermit sewer slide" for "commit suicide")

All classes involve changes to either the seman-
tic meaning or the orthography of the original term,
with some examples incorporating mixtures of both.
Class 2, "Change in spelling to known spelling,"
is distinguished from Class 6, "Repurposing of ex-
isting words," by the fact that the original word re-
mains identifiable within the obscured word. This
differentiation also applies for Class 2 and Class 7.

6 Prompting for decoding Algospeak

The research utilizes ChatGPT and its underlying
GPT-4 model (OpenAI et al., 2024) as the basis
for its evaluation due to its very recent release, its
size, and its capability of human-level performance
on professional and academic benchmarks (Minaee
et al., 2024). Further research also suggests its
comparatively good performance in hate speech
detection (Matter et al., 2024).

To work with LLMs, Ekin (2023) identifies
different methods of prompt engineering. He
broadly distinguishes between basic and advanced
approaches. Basic methods use control codes, tem-
plates, iterative testing, and refinement, while ad-
vanced strategies utilize temperature and token con-
trol, prompt chaining, and adapting prompts. This
study focuses on the basic techniques. Standard
templates were designed and then iteratively tested
and refined until the results were correct in over
50% of cases within each class. Each class of the
previously defined taxonomy 5 is matched with a
corresponding prompt. The underlying template
constructed to build all the prompts consists of
three parts: first, the desired answer length is de-
fined; second, information is provided about the
kind of change expected; and lastly, the obscured
word or words are provided. For example, the
prompt for Class 7, Phonetic resemblance, is: “An-
swer using just one or at most two words: consider-
ing phonetic resemblance, what word or group of
words is meant by ’not see’?” All designed prompts
can be found in the Appendix A.

Algospeak Word GPT-4
@b0rt!0n abortion Abortion
auti$m autism Autism
blk Black Black
bl00d blood Blood
b00bs breasts Boobs

Table 1: Examples for taxonomy class 1, "Change in
spelling to unknown spelling," Algospeak variations as
identified by Steen et al. (2023).

Algospeak Word GPT-4
in bio link in bio Kinky

Black people N/A

female genitals Pussy

pornstar Pornstar

male genitals Penis

fuck Frog

White people High five

Table 2: Examples for taxonomy class 4 "Pictorial",
Algospeak variations as identified by Steen et al. (2023).

In the second step, it was tested whether GPT-
4’s prediction quality would increase by providing
more context. In this case, for each wrongly identi-
fied Algospeak instance, the prompt was adjusted
to include the section: “The words are used in a
sentence like:” followed by an example of the ob-
scured word in use. All example sentences can be
found in Appendix B.

7 Results

All 69 Algospeak terms from the reference litera-
ture, their meanings, and the predictions of GPT-4
are displayed across 7 tables. A selection of exam-
ples for classes 1 (Change in spelling to unknown
spelling, 1), 4 (Pictorial, partly, 2), and 7 (Pho-
netic resemblance, 3) are included in the paper.
All complete tables for all classes can be found in
the Appendix C. An overview of class wise accu-
racy with and without context can be seen in Table
4. This research manually checked the correct-
ness of the predictions, in a group of two, reaching
mutual agreed annotations. A prediction is con-
sidered correct if the exact word or a reasonably
fitting synonym was provided (e.g., "male genitals"
for "Penis"). Regarding Table 1, it is observed
that GPT-4 had no problems predicting changes
in spelling to unknown spelling, with all 17 terms
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Algospeak Word GPT-4
blink in lio link in bio Blindly
cue anon QAnon Qanon
kermit sewer
slide commit sui. Commit sui.
le dollar bean lesbian Lebanese pou.
leg booty com. LGBT com. LGBTQ+ com.

Table 3: Examples for taxonomy class 7 "Phonetic",
Algospeak based on Steen et al. (2023).(com. is short
for community and sui. for suicide and pou. for pund).

correctly identified, for the full table see 5. Class
2, as seen in Table 6 in Appendix C, proved more
challenging, with the meanings of words obscured
by misspelling them into different existing terms;
here, 3 of 5 terms were correctly identified. All
five abbreviations, as seen in Table 7 in Appendix
C, were correctly identified by GPT-4. The most
issues arose with Class 4 (see Table 2 or full Table
8 in Appendix C), where only 13 of the 21 emoti-
cons were correctly identified. For the first time,
some predictions were close in meaning, such as
"ejaculation" and "orgasm," or did not follow the
prompt by not searching for the hidden semantic
meaning, simply stating as "frog." One emoti-
con ( , annotated as "black people") had to be
omitted because GPT-4 did not allow the answer to
be presented, indicating correct identification but
non-compliance with community guidelines. All
three words in Class 5 (Paraphrase), see 9 in Ap-
pendix C, were correctly identified. Five out of
7 words from Class 6 (Table 10, in the Appendix
C) concerning the repurposing of existing words
were correctly identified. Additionally, 9 out of 11
Phonetic resemblance words from Class 7 were ac-
curately deciphered, as seen in Table 3, for the full
table see Table 11 in Appendix C. In Table 12, it is
shown that 13 of the 14 previously incorrectly iden-
tified words were correctly attributed to their right
meaning or word when given an example sentence.

8 Discussion

As demonstrated by the results, GPT-4 is capable
of identifying the true meaning or reference word
of 79.4% of all examples without context. This
achievement is noteworthy, considering that deci-
phering these terms often requires in-depth domain
knowledge. The model, however, appears to still
struggle with emoticons, though its ability to dis-
cern multilevel meanings improves when context

Class Acc. Acc. Con.
1. Change in spell.
to unknown spell. 1.0 -
2. Change in spell.
to known spell. 0.6 1.0
3. Pictorial
representations 0.6 1.0
4. Abbreviations 1.0 -
5. Paraphrasing 1.0 -
6. Repurposing of
existing words 0.714 0.856
7. Phonetic
resemblance 0.818 1.0

Table 4: Measured Accuracy for each class of the tax-
onomy, with context and without context. (spell. short
for spelling, Acc. short for Accuracy, Con. short for
Context)

is provided. Given the closed nature of GPT-4, we
can only speculate about the source of its domain
knowledge. It is plausible that the terms originating
in 2022, along with their associated media cover-
age, contribute to GPT-4’s familiarity with them.
This might suggest that the model’s understanding
of more recent linguistic developments could be
less robust. This hypothesis may apply to Classes
3, 4, and 6 but possibly not to those related to
orthography or general language understanding,
such as Classes 1, 2, and 5. The observation that
context significantly enhances predictions aligns
with expectations, given LLMs operate partly on
word-level predictions. The evaluation of the per-
formance is based on human assessment, which is
prone to error. For example, the only misclassifi-
cation with context by the model, "swimmer" for
"sheep," could arguably be considered accurate, as
"sheep" is a known euphemism for non-vaccinated
individuals within the anti-vaccine movement.

9 Ethical Considerations

This research adheres to the ACM Code of Ethics,
upholding general ethical principles, applying pro-
fessional responsibility, and promoting leadership
principles as advocated by the ACM. The research
serves the interests of society, with the public good
being the main consideration. The limitations as-
sociated with this work are discussed in Section
11. The algorithmic detection of abusive content is
essential for maintaining a harm-free environment.
Algospeak often serves to circumvent censorship
by platforms relying on detection methods that lack
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context sensitivity or exhibit bias. Therefore, this
research advocates not only for the use of LLMs
to decode coded language but also for enhancing
content moderation capabilities through context-
aware approaches and the use of precise, decoded
datasets. These context-aware approaches will help
online communities, which momentarily resort to
Algospeak for legitimate reasons (e.g., during on-
line sex education), to express themselves freely in
the future.

10 Conclusion and Future Work

This research aims to contribute to the field of abu-
sive harm detection by identifying a strategy to
handle the prevalent avoidance tactic of Algospeak
on social media. A taxonomy for classifying Al-
gospeak was developed and served as the basis for
employing basic prompt engineering techniques.
Utilizing these tailored prompts, GPT-4’s ability
to decode Algospeak was assessed. The findings
conclusively show that LLM GPT-4 can decipher
Algospeak with high accuracy (79.4%) without con-
text, and almost flawlessly (98.5%) when a single
example sentence is provided. The research un-
derscores the value of LLMs in supporting future
content moderation efforts, not only in straight-
forward classification tasks but also in clearing
cleaned datasets by deciphering coded language.
Future studies should explore the capabilities of
various LLMs, incorporate different datasets, use
advanced prompting techniques, and assess how
decoded datasets impact trained classifiers.

11 Limitations

This preliminary study was designed as an initial
proof of concept. Future work should expand the
scope to include a broader range of Large Language
Models (LLMs) or word-level predictors, ideally
leveraging open-source options. It is crucial to
assess how these models handle less known Algos-
peak or more recent linguistic developments. Ad-
ditionally, the impact of varying context levels on
model performance warrants further investigation,
along with the practical influence of this approach
in detecting harmful content.
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A Prompts for all seven classes of the
taxonomy

1. Change in spelling to unknown spelling: "An-
swer using just one word: considering leet
speak and phonetic ressemblance what word
is meant by: ’XX’"

2. Change in spelling to known spelling: "An-
swer using just one word: If this word is not
used in the fitting context, what is the word
meant by using it: XX"

3. Abbreviations (SA = sexual assault): "Answer
using just one or at maximum three words: If
these abbreviations are used on social media,
what concepts are referred to: ’XX’"

4. Pictorial (emoticons): "Answer using just one
word: If this emoticon is not used in normal
context, what is the hidden meaning on social
media: ’XX’"

5. Paraphrase: "Answer using just one word:
’XX’ more precise means what?"

6. Repurposing of existing words: "Answer us-
ing just one word: If this word is not used in

the fitting context, what is the meaning of the
word: ’XX’"

7. Phonetic resemblance: "Answer using just
one or at maximum two words: consider
phonetic resemblance what word or group of
words is meant by: ’XX’"

B Example Sentences

1. accountant: "I am an accountant on an adult
website"

2. blink in lio: "You can find my bink in lio"

3. cornucopia: "That stament towards gay people
is cornucopia"

4. Frog: "Frog this, I dont like it"

5. swimmers: "These swimmer put what ever
the government tells them in their body"

6. in bio: "You can find my

7. in bio"

8. : " this, I dont like it"

9. : "All these need to be educated"

10. : "You can put this straight on

11. : "Horrible things happen in at the mo-
ment. Peace please."

12. : "All my can rap."

13. : "Lets have tonight."

14. : "She has great ."

C Predictions on Classes 1,2,3,4,5,6,7

The Tables 5,6,7,8,9,10,11 display the examples
for all seven classes of the taxonomy. For each
word, the GPT-4 predictions are also displayed.
The Algospeak examples and their annotation from
Steen et al. (2023).
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Algospeak Word GPT-4
@b0rt!0n abortion Abortion
auti$m autism Autism
blk Black Black
bl00d blood Blood
b00bs breasts Boobs
depressi0n depression Depression
h0rny horny Horny
k1ll kill Kill
le$bean lesbian Lesbian
le$bian lesbian Lesbian
seggs sex Sex
sh!t shit Shit
skripper stripper Stripper
str8 straight Straight
$tripper stripper Stripper
tism autism Autism
wh1te White White

Table 5: The table contains the class 1 Algospeak exam-
ples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023). The
GPT-4 predictions are also displayed.

Algospeak Word GPT-4
corn porn Porn
cornucopia homophobia Horniness
fork fuck Fuck
Frog fuck Fag
grape rape Rape

Table 6: The table contains the class 2 Algospeak exam-
ples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023). The
GPT-4 predictions are also displayed.

Algospeak Word GPT-4
ED eating disorder Eating Disorder
SA sexual assault Sexual Assault
SH self-harm Self-Harm
SSA same-sex att. Same-Sex Att.
SW sex worker Sex Work

Table 7: The table contains the class 3 Algospeak ex-
amples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023).
The GPT-4 predictions are also displayed (att. stands
for attraction).

Algospeak Word GPT-4
in bio link in bio Kinky

Black people N/A

female genitals Pussy

porn Porn

pornstar Pornstar

male genitals Penis

fuck Frog

White people High five

ejaculation Nuts/Orgasm

PornHub Basketball

shit Shit

Ukraine Sunshine

breasts Virginity

White people White

sex Spicy/Hot

ejaculation Wet/Sexual ar.

butt Butt

butt Ass

Black people Black Power

cocaine Coke

N-word Ninja

Table 8: The table contains the class 4 Algospeak ex-
amples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023).
The GPT-4 predictions are also displayed (ar. stands for
arousal).

Algospeak Word GPT-4
clock app TikTok TikTok
opposite of love hate Hate
unalive dead, kill, suicide Dead

Table 9: The table contains the class 5 Algospeak exam-
ples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023). The
GPT-4 predictions are also displayed.
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Algospeak Word GPT-4
accountant sex worker Drug dealer
Backstreet Boys
reunion tour COVID-19 pan. COVID-19
panda express COVID-19 pan. COVID-19
Panini COVID-19 pan. COVID-19
panorama COVID-19 pan. COVID-19
swimmers vaccinated peo. Sperm
the vid COVID-19 COVID-19

Table 10: The table contains the class 6 Algospeak
examples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023).
The GPT-4 predictions are also displayed (pan. stands
for pandemic; peo. stands for people).

Algospeak Word GPT-4
blink in lio link in bio Blindly
cue anon QAnon Qanon
kermit sewer
slide commit sui. Commit sui.
le dollar bean lesbian Lebanese pou.
leg booty com. LGBT com. LGBTQ+ com.
nip nops nipples Nipples
not see Nazi Nazi
Ouid weed Weed
sewer slide suicide Suicide
shmex sex Sex
yt White White

Table 11: The table contains the class 7 Algospeak
examples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023).
The GPT-4 predictions are also displayed (com. is short
for community and sui. for suicide and pou. stands for
pund).

D Predictions with Context

The Table 12 shows the examples of Algospeak
from Steen et al. (2023), the context sentence given
to the model and The GPT-4 predictions.
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Algospeak Word Context GPT-4
accountant sex worker I am an accountant on an adult website Camgirl
blink in lio link in bio You can find my bink in lio Link in bio
cornucopia homophobia That statement towards gay people is cornucopia Homophobia
Frog fuck Frog this, I don’t like it. Fuck
le dollar bean lesbian She is a le dollar bean. Lesbian
swimmers vaccinated people These swimmer put what ever Sheep

the government tells them in their body.

in bio link in bio You can find my in bio Link

fuck this, I don’t like it. Fuck

White people All these need to be educated. Whites

PornHub You can put this straight on Pornhub

Ukraine Horrible things happen in Ukraine
at the moment. Peace please.

breasts She has great . Breasts

sex Lets have tonight. Sex

N-word All my can rap. Blacks

Table 12: The table displays the examples of Algospeak that could not be identified examples and their annotation
from Steen et al. (2023). The GPT-4 predictions are also displayed with the given context statements..
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